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I. WHAT IS BEING STUDIED?   

1. Study Objective   Does idarucizumab reverse the 
anticoagulant effect of dabigatran in 
patients who had serious bleeding (group 
A) or requiring an urgent procedure (group 
B). 

2. Study Design 
 

This was a prospective cohort study. It is 
multicenter (plan for 300 subjects in 400 
centers in 38 countries). Interim assessment 
of 90 subjects June 2014 – February 2015. 

3. Inclusion Criteria Both groups: 18yo or older, taking 
dabigatran 
Group A: those with overt, uncontrollable, 
or life-threatening bleeding that was 
“judged” by treating clinician to require a 
reversal agent. 
Group B: those who required surgery or 
other invasive procedures that could not be 
delayed 8 hours and required normal 
hemostasis. 

4. Exclusion Criteria Per Protocol:  Group A:y. Patients with 
minor bleeding who can be managed with 
supportive care. Contraindication to drug. 
Group B: Surgery or risk of procedure is 
low and elective.  

5. Interventions Compared They only studied idarucizumab 5g 
intravenous. There was no placebo or 
control group at all. Stated this would be 
unethical. Not really an issue for an 
unproven comparator drug.  

6. Outcomes Evaluated  They obtained blood at baseline, then 
immediately after infusion of 
idarucizumab, 10-30 min, 1, 2, 4, 12, and 
24 hours. The aPTT was checked as well 
(immediately after and at 10-30 minutes). 
The primary end point was  the maximum 
percentage reversal of anticoagulant 
effect of dabigatran.  



Percentage reversal = (pre-dose – minimum 
post-dose) / pre-dose – upper limit of nml) 
x100 
Values of 100% or higher were counted as 
reversal. 
Primary Outcome: dilute thrombin time 
and Ecarin clotting time. These values are 
supposed to highly correlate with levels of 
unbound dabigatran. abi. 
Secondary Outcomes:  
complete normalization of DTT or ECT at 
4 hours, Clinical extent of bleeding or HD 
instability as determined by treating 
clinician. Also 90 day Rankin score in 
those with ICH.  
:  
-proportion of patients who had complete 
normalization of dilute thrombin time or 
Ecarin clotting time in first four hours. 
-reduction in concentration of unbound 
dabigatran. 
-Group A:  
-extent of bleeding and hemodynamic 
instability at 10 and 30 minutes, and 
1,2,4,12, and 24 hrs. 
-severity of bleeding using GUSTO score 
-Modified Rankin Score at 90 days used for 
ICH 
Group B: 
-Hemostasis during intervention was 
classified a mild, moderate, or severely 
abnormal by the physician. 

  II.    Are the results of the study valid  

1. Was the assignment of patients 
randomized?  

No. 

2. Was randomization concealed (blinded)? 
 
 

No. Patients and providers knew they were 
getting idarucizumab. 

3. Were patients analyzed in the groups to 
which they were randomized? 

They were not randomized. 
 
 

4. Were patients in the treatment and 
control groups similar with respect to 
known prognostic factors? 
 

There was no control group. 

III. Did experimental and control groups 
retain a similar prognosis after the study 
started (answer the questions posed 
below)? 

 

1. Were patients aware of group allocation? Patients were not blinded. 



 
 

 

2. Were clinicians aware of group 
allocation?  
 

Physicians were not blinded 
 

3. Were outcome assessors aware of group 
allocation? 
 

N/A 
 

4. Was follow-up complete? 
 
 

Yes, all patients were followed to 1 month 
except , one patient withdrew consent and 
one patient declined f/u and started 
palliative care. The follow-up was until 
death or 1 month. 90 Day Rankin f/u for 
those with ICH 

IV. What were the results? 
Answer the questions posed below 

N= 90 patients only 68 assessed.  

1. How large was the treatment effect? 
(Difference between treatment and control 
group).  
 

22/90 had normal dilute thrombin times 
and 9 had normal Ecarin clotting times to 
begin with. They were excluded from 
efficacy analysis. Left with n=68 for dilute 
thrombin and n=81 for Ecarin clotting.  
 
The median maximum percentage reversal 
in both groups was 100% on the first 
sample after the infusion of idarucizumab. 
Additionally, the dilute thrombin time 
(98% in group A and 93% in group B) and 
Ecarin clotting time (89% group A and 
88% group B) normalized after first 
infusion. They also measure unbound 
dabigatran level. Baseline 84ng/ml in 
group A and 76ng/ml in group B. 
Immediately after idarucizumab, levels 
were less than 20 ng/ml in all but one 
patient (this level basically produces no 
anticoagulation). 
 
Clinical outcomes: 
Group A (n=51): 3 with no bleeding at 
baseline (then why were they included in 
study?!). Could not ascertain time to 
bleeding in 13 patients. In everyone left, 
time to cessation of bleeding was 11.4 
hours (doesn’t dabigatran only last 12 
hours?). 
Group B: Only 36 went on to have surgery 
and 33 (92%) were thought to have normal 
hemostasis. Discussion makes it seem like 
idarucizumab canceled need for surgery but 
this was the patient who overdosed on 
Pradaxa and idarucizumab prevented need 



for HD. 
Adverse: 
There were 18 deaths overall. 10 deaths 
due to “vascular causes” with 5 fatal 
bleeding events. 
Thrombotic events (DVT, PE, NSTEMI) 
occurred in 5 patients. 
 
 

2. What was the estimated treatment effect 
at a 95% confidence interval? (Precision)  
 
 

Only CI reported:  
Pp 515 The median maximal percentage 
reversal in both groups was 100% (95% CI 
100-100) 
 
 

V. Will the results help me in caring for 
my patients?  (Applicable?)  
 

 
 

1. Were the study patients similar to my 
patient? 
 
 

Yes. We see hemorrhaging anticoagulated 
patient and also see acute surgical cases 
that may be on dabigatran. 

2. Were all clinically important outcomes 
considered?  
 
 

Bleeding is tough to quantify. I think 
ideally, this would be a randomized control 
trial with over variables (length of stay, 
ICU duration, need for transfusion, etc). 
 

3. Are the likely treatment benefits worth 
the potential harm and costs? 
 
 
 

I believe it s $3,500 per vial. It appears to 
work in vitro, but I’m not sure if makes 
much of a difference in clinical outcomes. 
We need larger, blinded RTCs to make sure 
this even works. 5 patients or 7.8% 
developed thrombosis within f/u period 

 
 
Limitations 
Industry sponsored all participants receiving fees or salaries 
Not randomized  
Not controlled and though they state this would have been “unethical” this is not founded as they 
are not comparing to a drug with proven efficacy.  
Small patient population. Only 68 enrolled patients had abnormal baseline coagulopathies. 
Almost 25% of population was excluded. 
Primary outcomes are not patient oriented though reasonable and verified surrogate for clotting 
Secondary clinical outcomes were subjective and not standardized 
No mention of number of subjects screened vs. number enrolled which may assist in determining 
level of selection bias. 
 
Clinical Bottom Line: 
Idarucizumab effectively reverses the Dilute Thrombin and Ecarin Clotting Times of dabigatran 
in laboratory samples. The clinical significant and affect on M/M is unclear. 
 


